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Definitions

Meaning & properties of polymer dispersions

Preparation of polymer dispersions



Polymer Dispersions
Polymer:
any of a class of natural or synthetic substances composed of 
very large molecules, called macromolecules, that are multiples of 
simpler chemical units called monomers. Polymers make up also 
many of the materials in living organisms, including, for example,
proteins, cellulose, and nucleic acids.

Dispersion:
(physical chemistry) a special form of a colloid:  
i.e. very fine particles (of a second phase) dispersed in a 
continuous medium

the most popular / famous / best-known case of a polymer 
dispersion is a LATEX

a latex is produced by heterophase polymerization, where the most 
important technique is emulsion polymerization



*) 1 DM = 1.95583 €

*) *)



Molecular Composition



polymer dispersionen:

high concentration of polymer with low viscosity

thickener (BASF AG, Ludwigshafen)



Virtual EASE 2003/1   „Thickening agent“

Sterocoll is an acidic aqueous polymer dispersion containing
polymer particles rich in caroxylic acid groups. It is used as 
thickening agent. 

First the polymer dispersion is diluted with water to lower the
polymer content from 30 % to 5 %. It is still a white liquid 
having low viscosity.

By addition of a small amount of an aqueous sodium hydroxide
solution the pH is increased and the caroxylic acid groups are
negatively charged. This makes the polymer particles soluble
in water and a polymer solution is formed. At the same time 
the viscosity strongly increases due to the unfolding of the
polymer molecules. At the end a clear gel is obtained. 





important application properties:

viscosity

dilatancy (BASF AG, Ludwigshafen)

viscosity-psd



„Dilatancy“
Dilatancy is a rheological phenomenon. A dilatant liquid shows viscosity 
raise as the shear rate is increased. Or in other words when a rod or a 
stirrer is moved at higher velocity in the liquid it thickens. 

With the polymer emulsion shown in the experiment the effect has been  
driven to an extreme. The emulsion consists of small polymer particles of 
ca. 300 nm. As long as the shear rate is low e.g. during pouring or slow 
stirring it stays thin. The particles order themselves into rows or planes 
that can pass each other with only little friction. 

The liquid flows easily. As the rod is rapidly pulled out the applied shear 
rate increases, the order of the particles is completely destroyed. They 
interlock and can not move independently any more. The whole system is 
converted into a solid like state. It now can transmit forces that the 
beaker can be lifted. 



- stress shifts the particle layers in highly concentrated emulsions so that
the space between the particles increases

- water cannot redistribute quickly enough
- subsequently the latex solidifies (walking on the beach)

“stress makes tough”



important application properties:

viscosity

dilatancy
viscosity-psd (BASF AG, Ludwigshafen)



„Diversity matters“

This experiment shows that the viscosity of a polymer colloid
strongly depends on particle size distribution. 

The first polymer colloid contains small polymer particles with
a diameter below 100 nm. The second consists of particles
with a diameter of bigger than 500 nm. Both polymer colloids 
are pasty, their viscosities are high. 

After mixing the resulting dispersion has a bimodal particle
size distribution and the viscosity is much lower than either
one before. 

The small particles fill up the space between the big ones and 
the more diverse mixture is flowing more freely.   



+

- the smaller particles distribute evenly between the larger particles
- subsequently water is “released” and the dispersion diluited

D ~ 500 nm

D ~ 100 nm

“thick + thick = thinner”











benefits of latex particles for medicine & biotechnology

take advantage of the large interfacial area and the possibility to 
tailor both surface and volume properties

Target
Cell separation by means of 

magnetic latex particles 
with special surface 
functionalities 

Biomedical Applications - Principle



J. Ugelstad et al. Polymer Intern. 30 (1993) 157-168

R.M. Fitch “Polymer Colloids” , Academic Press, 1997, 164-172

- treatment of cancer of the 
nerve cells (neuroblastoma)

- bone marrow is taken from patient and slurried with magnetic, monosized
4.5µm particles which are immunospecific for the neuroblastoma cell surface

Biomedical Applications - Examples





Stabilization of Colloidal Particles - 1

electrostatic
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most important case:





Polymer Dispersions

historical development

a family tree













Heterophase Polymerization - A Simple Definition
- a generic term for methods to produce different kinds of polymer particles:

350 nm



monodisperse particles

color without dyes (BASF AG, Ludwigshafen)



„Color by transparent latex particles“

Monodisperse polymer particles can arrange in a quasi crystalline ordered 
structure and produce an angle dependent color effect due to Bragg diffraction 
at the 'crystal' planes. When the lattice parameter is comparable with the 
wavelength of visible light and a refractive index difference between the particle 
and the matrix exists, an intensive iridescent color will be observed. The 
polymer films used here were made from an emulsion made by two step 
emulsion polymerisation. A crosslinked hard core particle is formed in the first 
step, followed by the film forming outer phase in the second step. Both the 
mechanical properties and the color effects of the films could be varied by 
changing the particle size and the thickness of the outer phase.

The color changes from red through yellow to green the more acute the viewing 
angle is. This is because the apparent distance between two particles decreases 
the more oblique the angle of observation. Also the amount of shell material and 
thus the distance between the nanoparticles is changed, and results in different 
colors. As the size of the core-shell particles decreases, the color, when 
observed from a vertical perspective, changes from red through yellow to green 
and even blue. Depending on the viewing angle, the same area appears for 
example either as glowing red or bright green. The particle size has to be 
accurately chosen, since even minor changes of about 20 nanometers have a 
clear effect on the color.



reflexion (and color) depends on the wave length of incoming light and the
observation angle

Bragg’s equation for latex crystals

white light
(sunlight)

“colors without dyes”





Curriculum Vitae of a Latex Particle

nucleation

swelling

growth
some unusual examples
(regarding morphology)











Microsuspension Polymerization 2



Polymerization of or in monomer emulsions

Question: whether or not it is possible to convert the characteristic 
features of monomer droplets into that of polymer particles???

Answer: yes, by seed and feed techniques, even in large scale 

Suspension, miniemulsion and emulsion polymerization 

to preserve the droplet properties during polymerization
(in the sense to make a 1:1 copy)

?? ??



Emulsion Polymerization 1



Ideal Behavior of an EP





Particle Morphologies – phase separation due to incompatibility 6



Particle Morphologies – phase separation due to incompatibility 4



Particle Morphologies – phase separation due to incompatibility 5



Dispersion Polymerization 1



Dispersion Polymerization 2



Dispersion Polymerization 3



µ-EP general



µ-Emulsion Droplets

droplet thermodynamics (classical textbooks)
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µ-EP scenario



µ-EP common case





Reactors 1



Labscale Reactors



lab-scale

D. Distler “Wäßrige Polymerdispersionen”
Wiley-VCH, 1999

Reactors 3

Semi-Batch Reactors







Summary

polymer dispersions are a fascinating area of colloid science

aqueous polymer dispersions are the future form of all polymers

eur82-h, polystyreneLmph2o2b, polystyrene

D. Distler “Wäßrige Polymerdispersionen”
Wiley-VCH, 1999

poly(vinyl acetate)

MPI, Golm
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